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An optimized Linear-Ellipsoidal-Bounded (LEB) filter has been 
developed and applied to data obtained from a ground test using 
a combined INS/GPS configuration. In this cascaded configura
tion, the filter receives eight outputs from the INS (accelerations, 
velocity, angles, altitude) and six outputs from the GPS (veloc
ities and positions). The GPS measurements have included the 
effect of SA -of varying or unknown spectrum - which, although 
likely to be estimated and compensated with sorne modelling 
techniques -at the expense of including extra state variables-, 
could also be dealt with the approach indicated in this article at 
much less effort. The SA effect is modelled as an unknown-but
bounded (UBB) noise process. Comparisons with an Extended 
Kalman filter (KF) show that KF innovations are not white and 
the LEB filter innovations are one arder of magnitude smaller 
that those produced by the KF. A simple second arder exam
ple is developed to show the behavior of the LEB filter when 
compared to a KF. 

Introduction 

Prior work on the INS/GPS systems can be found in [2) or ¡1¡. 
Basically, the structures considered to find estimates of veloci
ties ami position consist of an INS pack, a GPS and a filter that 
combines the outputs of the previous two subsystems. The struc
tures differ in the parameters selected as outputs of the GPS. The 
outputs available to the filter could be raw outputs (orbital pa
rameters and pseudoranges) or processed outputs (velocities and 
positions). As a first step in using this system, we decided not 
to use the raw data but to use the velocities and positions as 
already processed by the GPS in a cascaded configuration, ap
proach that would make it useful far compatibility with almost 
any other GPS equipment. 

The LE:B filter was originally introduced in [9] and cited in [4). 
However, not much was published in the open literature extend
ing (or even quoting) the uriginal forrnulation of 19) or [10:. A1, 
extension of the LED filter that minimizes the volume of the 
ellipsoid containing the estirnation errors was developed in [3). 

Very [e,w results can also be found n,lated to the modelling of 
SA \Yorth mentioning are s; - who proposed two LTI modeb 
for the SA effect and [8[ where a simplified model of ·5¡ was 
incorporated in an Extended KF-. 

These solutions attempt to model the effect of SA by increas
ing the number of states in the dynamic model of the INS/GPS. 
The reason behind this approach is that, for a given autocor
relation function, there always exist a gaussian random process 
with the same autocorrelation function :1). Thus, if the noise 
input is modelled as a zero mean white stochastic process then 
the modification of the spectrum is left to a shaping fil ter, being 
it necessary to augment the dynamic model of the plant. 

Our approach, on the contrary, keeps constant the number of 
states by considering that the modification may be incorporated 
in our assumptions about the noises, in this case, the measure
ment noise. 

The INS/GPS model 

The sensors used in the test correspond to an INS pack and 
a GPS equipment. The [NS section of the sensors uses three 
accelerometers from which we obtain the, three accelerations in 
body axis (a,,,., a� •. , a,,.), an ADS ( Air Data System) providing 
altitude above sea leve! (alt m and airspeed vias m), a vertical 
gyro whose outputs are roll angle (�m ) and pitch angle (8 m), 
anda magnetometer which outputs magnetic heading (w m). The 
outputs of the GPS are three estimated velocities in LLLN (Local 
Leve! Local North) axis (v,., v., v0) and th.ree estimated positions 
(L,l,alt). This model has been fully described in [3). 

Although the structure of the dynamic model is the same in 
both the LEB filter and the KF approach, the interpretations 
are dilferent: in the LEB approach the inputs (noises) and the 
states do not need any probabilistic interpretation. They are 
processes whose only characteristic is that they are bounded: the 
numerical values far these physical variables will have a mínimum 
and a maximum and, at any time !, the variables will be faund 
between those lower and upper bounds, respectively. Thus, far 
example, from [3], the first order Markov process that defines 
the bias in the altimeter, (=altb ), valid far a KF, is simply a first 
order bounded process in the LE:B interpretation [oj. 

In order to assign standard deviations to the noises i11 the KF. 
it was assumed that three standard deviations correspond to the 
maximum values of the noises. Thus, for example, tite spec
tral density of thc (now, whitc) noisc in the GPS \'ort.h velocity 
m•!a.surement will be vi

0
/32 = 1 (m';s3 i, ifthc maximum (min

irr.um) bound for the LEB filter is :r3 m/.sj. 



The LEB Filter and the optima p and a Results of the Ground Test 

Given the usual representation for discrete-time linear systems 

Z(+) = @(-)X(-) + G ( - ) W ( - )  

Y(+) = C(+)X(+ )  + U(+) 

the Linear-Ellipsoidal-Bounded (LEB) formulation can be used 
to find a filter that generates estimates ?(+I+) such that they are 
containcd in the ellipsoid defined by E(+/+) [lo]: 

The optimal 8, is 13) 

and the optimal p is found with Newton iterations as follows: 

trace( X )  
t r a c e ( X ) 2  + t race (X*)  

p;+1 = p; - 

where 

i = 1 , 2 , ,  . , ,maxit 
maxit = maximum number of iterations 

p: = p~ previousoptimal p 

x = (E[&) - C'R-lC) E ( + / + )  (12) 

It has to be noted that the estimate ?(+I+) is a set, defined by 
R,,+,+,.  No point of that set is more likely to be & estimate 
more than any other point of the set. However, it is natural to 
consider the center of the set as the vector estimate. 

If there are no abrupt changes in the noises or in the dynamics 
of the system, it is not necessary to calculate p+ and p +  a t  every 
cycle of the filter. 

The filter has to be allowed to run for a few cycles (in our case, 
ten cycles was enough) to develop a covariance matrix that would 
allow a d e t ( E ( , / + ) ) / d p  to have a minimum for some p between 
0 and 1. Otherwise, when started with a diagonal matrix, the 
minimum was always p = 0 during the first iterations, [3]. 

The test was performed driving on roads for a total length of 
about 44 km, in August of 1992. The circuit, along with the 
estimates provided by the LEB and KF, is shown in Figures 1 
and 2, respectively, where (0,O) corresponds to the start  of the 
test. Data was captured, processed on line with a KF and offline 
with the LEB filter. 

The results of the test can be seen in Figure 3, where the dis- 
tances from the estimates to the GPS position fixes is shown. 
The average difference between the LEB Filter estimate and the 
GPS position, the innovations in position, is about 10 m while 
the KF  estimates are up to one order of magnitude larger. 

Second order example 

In order to understand the difference in the behavior between 
the KF and LEB filters, a simulation of a simple, second or- 
der system, was performed. Zero mean, white gaussian process 
noise was added and, also, two types of measurement noise were 
considered: the usual zero mean white gaussian spectrum and 
a square signal of ztl, switching a t  every sample. The KF was 
designed as a fixed-gain filter. The LEB was optimized at  every 
cycle finding the 9 and p to minimize the determinant of the 
E[+/+) matrix, according to the procedure given above. 

The system selected is the following: 

A = [  -0.1 0 .=[:I; C = [ O 1 ]  

The spectral densities for the process and measurement noises 
are q = 0.01 and r = 1, respectively. The initial conditions for 
the states are zero and for the covariances, the identity matrix. 
The starting 0 and p are both 0.5. With these initial values, 
the optimal starting p was found iterating the equations (5 ) ,  (6) 
and (11) ten times, until succesive p ' s  differences were less than 
0.0001. 

In Figure 4, the states, the estimates and the innovations are 
shown for the KF and the LEB implementations, the first row 
for a K F  with white noise, the second for a KF with square noise, 
the third for a LEB filter with white noise and the last one for 
a LEB filter with the square noise. Both filters were run with 
constant gains. It can be observed that the LEB estimates -on 
the average- are closer to the real states than the KF during 
the whole simulation, for both noises. At the beginning of the 
simulation, given that the LEB filter, in general, produces larger 
gains than the KF,  the LEB estimates are closer to the real states 
when there are sudden changes in the system (as shown tracking 
the initial condition error). Later in the simulation, the KF gives 
smoother estimates. The behavior of the KF could be changed by 
modifying the intensity of the noises (in order to track the initial 
conditions), but the LEB filter gave acceptable results from the 
start for both measurement noise spectrums, without the need 
to experiment with the matrices representing the intensity of the 
noises. 
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Conclusions 

Given that many of the prob!erns in the determination of an opti- 
mal structure and solution for configurations that use GPS is the 
desire of incorporating the effect of SA (Selected Availability), it 
was decided to include the SA effect as an unknown-but-bounded 
process with unknown spectrum. 

A Kalman filter is probably not the best structure to do so be- 
cause i t  is necessary to augment the state vector. If we do not 
want t o  increase the dimensions of the matrices of the model 
because we may be bound by, say, processing time or memory, 
the:) we must resort to othcr assumptions in the derivation of a 
filter. The assurription of treating SA as an UBB noise achieves 
this pi1 rpose. 

In  order to r r i i r i i r r i i w  the aIriouiil of processing, not only the num- 
ber of states was kept constant by using a LEB filter instead of a 
KF:  the outputs of the INS were included directly in the dynamic 
model of the plant and appropriate error states were introduced 
in the model with noises modelled also as UBB processes. 

It was found that the innovations of the LEB Filter were one 
order of magnitude smaller than the KF innovations and that 
the spectrum of the KF innovations was not white, which would 
suggest errors in the modelling of the dynamics (according to 
the uscal interpretation, if a KF model is used). In our case, 
we know that it is not necessary to modify the model if modi- 
fied assumptions are used for the noises. As we saw, the use of 
UBB noises definitely improves the results without changing the 
model. 

A second order model was developed and a KF and LEB filter 
were applied to the system with added measurement noise of dif- 
ferent spectrums. This situation would be similar to the addition 
of SA to our GPS measurements. The LEB filter gave closer es- 
timates to the real -simulated- state variables, on the average, 
than the KF. 
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Fig. 1. GPS and LEE! Filter estimates. 
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Fig. 2. GPS and Kalman Filter estimates. 
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Fig. 4. K F  (top two rows) and LEB Filter (bottom two rows) applied to second order system 
with white noise (first and third rows) and i i  square signal (second and fourth rows) 
added as measurement noises. 
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